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DETAILED ACTION 

Response to Arguments 

1.    i Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1 and 3-15 have been considered but are 

mootiin view of the new ground(s) of rejection. Following is applicant's argimients: 

a. Lea does not teach that the determining, comparing, and transmitting step-all 

occur at each individual tracking station. 

b. Applicant's invention advantageously reduces the network bandwidth. 

c. Both Lea and Larson fails to teach selectively communicating a unique identifier 

to at least a second tracking station based on a predicted transit scenario of the entity to further 

reduce the level of network bandwidth. 

d. Larson makes no mention that its network operates as a wireless ad hoc network. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to-a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which tiie invention was made. 

2. \ Claims 1 and 3-9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Lea et 

al. (U.S. 2004/0169589) in view of Larson et al. (U.S. 2005/0087596). 
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Regarding Claim 1, Lea's system comprises: 

operating a plurality of tracking station in wireless ad-hoc network (page 3, paragraph 63, 

65 arid 66); 

assigning to the entity at a first of the plurality of tracking stations a unique identifier 

(pagd 3, paragraph 66 and page 4, paragraph 82); 

^ wirelessly transmitting the unique identifier from the entity to a least a second of the 

plurality of tracking stations (Figure 20 and 20a, page 1, paragraph 9 and page 3, paragraphs 61 

and 66); 

dynamically varying the number of the tracking stations on an ad-hoc basis responsive to 

variations in a tracking environment (page 6, paragraphs 121 and 140). 

Further, it teaches the step of evaluating the strength of the transponder signal received 

by the more or more transceiver device which refers as a tracking station in order to determine 

location of the transponder carried by individual and analyzing the paths of travel of each 

individual over time from the location data retrieved and making physical adjustments to; the 

defined space to reduce delays (page 1, paragraph 18 and page 2, paragraph 39 and 43 and page 

2, paragraph 73). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art the path analysis technique 

of Lea is based on the predicated transit scenario of the entity wherein the remote master i (tacking 

station transceiver) is transmitting data through LAN switches/Hub to each other which meets 

the limitation in argument (c). 

Furthermore, it teaches determining the presence of the entity with a predetermined area 

at a first of the plurality of tacking stations responsive to detection of the unique identifier (page 
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1, paragraph 8-17) and comparing the unique identifier that has been detected with a database 

of unique identifiers through the appUcation and database servers which in communication with 

ETC and Remote Master (tracking transceiver). 

It fails to show the step of data comparison at the tracking station which determining and 

transmitting operation occurs. 

Larson central processing unit serves to compare relevant personnel data (RFID) and 

biometric data stored in its database with that of the entity and they entity's RFID security tag for 

identity verification which able to determining the location of entity within a various portion of 

area and transmitting relevant data to other tracking station (figure 4-5 and paragraphs 21, 36,67, 

69 ai^d 75). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention 

by the applicant to combine wdreless ad hoc tracking function and data transmission of Lea with 

the te;aching of tracking station distribution within a physical location includes determining, 

comparing and transmitting fimction of Larson because it would reduce the total amount ;of 

network bandwidth usage for data transmission. 

i However, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to understand the 

tradetoff between a single facility includes all operation function with higher maintenance cost 

and smaller detection area vice versa a separation detection system which require a higheir 

bandwidth but lower replacement cost and larger cover-zone. These are all engineering factor 

need to be considered based on the specific fimction and purpose of system. If the facility able 

to prpve a huge amount bandwidth usage and maintenance, then the limitation of bandwidth will 

no longer be a major factor for system design. 
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As to Claim 3, it teaches storing the unique identifier on memory attached to the entity 

(pagei 4, paragraph 84). It is inherent that memory is a data-store. 

As to Claim 4, Lea's system meets all the limitation of claims except it fails to show 

storing the unique identifier on a radio frequency identification tag. 

However, Lea's system teaches the transponders have a unique ID or identification (page 

4, paragraphs 82-83). 

Larson's system teaches storing the unique identifier on a radio firequency identification 

tag (page 6, paragraph 60). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time to implement 

Larson's RFID into Lea's system because Bluetooth transponder is a well-known subset of RFID 

tags which critics regard the technologies as essentially the same. 

As to Claim 5, Lea's system suggests interface to a Biometric system to verify person 

and pass match for added security. For additional security, unique biological identifiers may be 

interfaced to the system (page 8, paragraph 185). 

It fails to clearly state the step of assigning a unique identifier comprises performing a 

biometric scan of the entity. 

Larson's system teaches this feature (page 3, paragraphs 31 and 36). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time to implement 

Larson's biometric scan into Lea's system because it would provide an additional layer of 

security. 
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As to Claim 6, Larson's system teaches the biometric scan comprises at least one process 

selected from the group consisting of a facial scan, an iris scan, a fingerprinting, and obtaining a 

palmiprint (page 3, paragraphs 31 and 36). 

; As to Claim 7, Lea's system teaches wirelessly transmitting the unique identifier to a 

library "middleware" layer which handles all traffic to and from the tracking station/unique 

identification and the application and application database where the "middleware" layer 

performs the same fimction as a logging station (page 7, paragraphs 163-167). 

As to Claim 8, Lea's system teaches propagating from the logging station to at least one 

of the plurality of tracking stations data that is relevant to the at least one of the plurality of 

tracking stations (page 3, paragraphs 26-27), 

As to Claim 9, the combination meets all the limitation of claims except it fails to show 

the data is propagated during a system boot of the at least one of the plurality of tracking: 

stations. However, Larson's system shows periodically synchronize the system with current 

infortnation (page 4, paragraph 41 and page 5, paragraphs 50 and 53, and page 8, paragraph 76). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the periodic 

update throughout the system inherent the initial propagation includes system boot. 

Claims 10-14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Larson et 

al. (U.S. 2005/0087596) in view of Lea et al. (U.S. 2004/0169589). 

Regarding Claim 10, Larson's system teaches at least two tracking stations, each-of the 

tracking stations comprise: 

a processor (page 3, paragraph 34 and page 8, paragraph 75); 
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: a wireless network adapter capable of operating in a wireless network (page 3, paragraph 

36 and page 8, paragraph 75); 

■ a radio frequency identification scanning device (page 8, paragraph 75) couple to the 

processor and responsive to a RFID tag for determining the presence of RFID tag within a 

predetermine area (paragraphs 21, 36, 67,69 and 75). 

Further, it teaches a data-store (108) containing a database of unique identifier 

information (figure 5 and paragraphs 26, 28,31,34 and 69). 

It fails to show the method of wirelessly ad hoc network system to transmit the unique 

identifier to at least a second tracking station in order to determines a predicted transit scenario 

for an entity. 

\ However, it mentions the reading devices and cards may also configure for longer-range 

comriiunication to allow dynamic tracking of movement (paragraph 21), which is suitable to 

configure into an ad hoc network. 

Lea teaches the technology of wirelessly ad hoc network system to transmit the unique 

identifier to at least a second tracking station in order to determines a predicted transit scenario 

for an entity and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine 

Larson's tracking system with the teaching of ad hoc network commvmication of Lea. 

i See claim 1 for rejection. 

: The combination fails to specific mention the processor compares the data and 

deterhiines a predicted transit scenario. 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art all determining, comparing 

and ttansmitting function require a processor or a least link to the processor in order to operate 
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sinceiboth tracking system is a computerize system (Larson figure 4-5 and Lea figure 22). 

Furthermore, the distribution of processor throughout the various portion of location along with 

the tracking unit verse a locally central processor response the main operation such as data 

comparison which communicate with other location through network would consider as a 

engineering design choice to compensate the trade-off factor for implementation of membry and 

bandwidth usage. 

; As to Claim 11, Larson's system teaches the processor, the wireless network adapter and 

the radio frequency identification scanning device are incorporated into a single unit (page 3, 

paragraphs 34-36 and page 8, paragraph 75). 

; As to Claim 12, Larson's system teaches each of the tracking stations comprises a 

biometric scanning device capable of uniquely identifying a person (page 3, paragraphs 34-36 

and page 8, paragraph 75). 

: As to Claim 13, Larson's system teaches the processor, the wireless network adapter, and 

the radio fi-equency identification scanning device and the biometric scanning device are 

incorporated into a single unit (page 3, paragraphs 34-36 and page 8, paragraph 75), 

; As to Claim 14, Larson's system teaches the processor and wireless network adapter are 

components of a personal computer (page 3, paragraphs 34-36). 

4.    ; Claim 15 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Larson et al. 

(U.S.! 2005/0087596) in view of Lea et al. (U.S. 2004/0169589), in fiirther view of Huomo (U.S. 

2004/0263319). 
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: As to Claim 15, the combination meets all the limitation of claims except it fails to show 

the processor and wireless network adapter are components of a laptop computer. However, 

Larson's system shows the practice of Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) instead of laptop 

computer (page 7, paragraph 67). 

Huomo's system shows the mobile tracking system may be any type of mobile tehninal 

such as PDA, laptop/notebook computer or other portable computer device (page 1, paragraph 6 

and page 5, paragraph 40 and page 9, paragraph 69). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time to replace laptop 

computer with PDA because laptop computer would provide similar functionality but provide 

more processing power and display alternatively. 

Conclusion 

5.   ; Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this 

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). 

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO 

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed uiitil after 

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period 

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 

CFR :1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event. 
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however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this 

final action. 

6.    = Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

exam;iner should be directed to Hoi C. Lau whose telephone number is (571)272-8547. the 

examiner can normally be reached on M- F 8:30am - 5:00pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's ; 

supervisor, Jeffrey Hofsass can be reached on (571)272-2981. The fax phone nimiber for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Pateiit 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

systetn, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). 

Hoi Ching Lau 
Art Unit 2636 


